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With Limitation Comes Inspiration:
The Case for Interior Prefabrication

Deborah Schneiderman, M.Arch, Pratt Institute

Man built most nobly when limitations were at their greatest.
—Frank Lloyd Wright

A critical challenge for the interior designer is to consider not only the typical scenario of design for building
interiors but also to consider emerging specialties within and beyond the discipline.

I have found that it is generally assumed when I initially speak about the prefabricated interior, and students are
no exception, that it is just another conversation on prefabricated architecture. However, the topic is, in fact,
a reconsideration of prefabrication from the interior perspective (Schneiderman 2012). In their exploration of
the prefabricated interior, my students have found inspiration from the limitations assumed when discussing
prefab. Prefabrication is typically understood as mass produced and fixed, designed without a specific user in
mind, and therefore not customized to the individual. Within the prefabricated interior, however, the ability to
combine widely available and varied mass-produced and prefabricated elements of the interior have increased
the possibility of individualization.

Formulation of the Focus on Prefab
In the summer of 2007, I was getting set to begin a new tenure track appointment at Arizona State University. In
preparing to teach my senior interior design studio, I was faced with the problem of site. As I was transitioning
from life in New York City to Tempe, I realized that I was entirely unprepared to determine a building site
and obtain building drawings in an informed manner to propose a new studio. At the same time, I had, in my
practice, been working with a prefabricated steel building. It occurred to me that this was a situation I could
pose to my interior design students as a pedagogical exploration of sustainable issues and as an opportunity
to teach them to determine building site, building orientation and fenestration, and explore issues of passive
solar design. I titled the studio “The Sustainable Envelope” and asked students to research the sustainability
of steel and prefabrication. Thus began the dialogue on sustainable design for my students, and, as I later
realized, the dialogue on the prefabricated interior. Limitation often inspires innovation.

Transformation of Prefab Architecture to Prefab Interiors
The following summer I visited the exhibit Home Delivery at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York City.1 The portion of the Lustron House that had been reassembled inside the museum caught my
attention; it underscored the significance of the prefabricated interior beyond the interior space created by
a prefabricated building structure. I returned to Arizona and in my research uncovered much information on
prefabricated architecture but relatively little categorical information on the prefabricated interior. Addressing
the prefabricated interior became a critical aspect of my studios in the years that followed.
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In their exploration of the prefabricated interior, my students have found inspiration from limitation.

I have taught various iterations of the prefabricated interior across six undergraduate senior interior design
studios between 2007 and 2013. For the first three years, these focused studios programmatically addressed
workspace, prefabrication, and environmental sustainability. For these sustainable envelope studios, students
designed the interior of a prefabricated shell (in the first year as an exercise in designing the interior of a
prefabricated building and in the next two years incorporating the prefabrication of interior elements). As
an initial charrette to introduce the prefabricated interior, in the second and third years, students designed
and prototyped a prefabricated interior wall system (see Figure 1). After the charrette, students shifted to the
project building site, a preengineered steel structure with much of its manufacturing process done off-site.
The unarticulated shell necessitated that teams design purposeful penetration to the structure to maximize the
interconnectedness of the user to the building and to the site. Student investigations in siting the building and
in determining fenestration, incorporated various environmental studies including site adjacencies, wind, and
sun. In designing the interior environments, students incorporated strategies of prefabrication; they had the
option, but were not required, to use their initial interior prefabrication investigation. All teams elected to
incorporate their own prefabricated interior systems.

In 2011 I began teaching in the Interior Design Program at Pratt Institute and for two years this senior-level
studio exploration was radically altered to explore interior design without architecture within the context of

Figure 1. S3 Sustainable slotted system prefabricated interior wall from the sustainable envelope studio.2
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An overarching result of the use of prefabricated elements is of particular interest in today’s receptive climate
toward sustainability and green design.

an Amtrak train car. A critical challenge was to incorporate all necessary functions of the design within spatial
constraints. The existing conditions provide no option between rooms that are too confined for waking hours
(and too expensive for most travelers) and typical seats that are not private enough for sleeping (but more
affordable to most travelers). Many students became interested in making long-distance train travel more
affordable, more accessible, and more comfortable for a wider population. This required testing limitations
of privacy and fixed boundaries. In the most recent iteration of the studio, students worked together as an
all-studio team to design, build, and install a modularized prefabricated lounge for the SOFA art fair in
Chicago.3 These projects provided students the opportunity not only to prototype and test their designs in
the studio, but also to install and test them in a real- world setting.

Interior Prefabrication Inspires the Study of History in the Studio Setting
As part of the sustainable envelope studio requirements, students were assigned a 1,500-word research
paper on the history of prefabricated interior design. In this assignment much of the discussion within the
papers centered on the history of prefabricated houses with some discussion of office partition systems. The
prefabrication lecture component was developed during the course of the studio, and this process uncovered
a significant gap in the literature regarding the history of prefabricated interior design. The series of lectures
explored topical areas of study: prefabricated kitchen, prefabricated bathroom, furniture and prefabrication,
prefabricated office, inside the prefabricated house, and the nature of prefabricated interior design. Each
lecture addressed one of these areas of study and surveyed the history of the prefabricated typology from
the late nineteenth century to the present.

As emphasized in this portion of the course, elements of interiority have been fundamentally crucial in the
development of prefabricated technologies across the built environment. The screen, used to divide interior
space, is arguably the first prefabricated architectural or interior element. With the advent of the screen (with
literary references to screens in China dating to 400 BCE), followed by the construct of the module and then the
unit, the elements of the interior have been driving forces in the technologies of prefabrication of architecture
since the inception of prefabrication.

In the studio setting, students became engaged in history through information gathering and discussion
of historical elements that have influenced contemporary mass-produced prefabricated interior elements.
Beyond learning about the prefabricated interior, students found this history to be critical and substantive in
inspiring important works of architecture and the built environment. This appreciation of the significance of
interior prefabrication and interior design instilled pride in the students and an awareness of the significance
of interior design in the history of built environment.

Sustainability and Interior Prefabrication in the Studio
Introducing prefabrication into the studio effects a consideration of sustainability in student work as
specifically explored in the initial sustainable envelope studios. An overarching result of the use of prefabricated
elements is of particular interest in today’s receptive climate toward sustainability and green design.
Prefabrication or building off-site in a controlled environment limits waste in materials and inefficiencies in
labor; while fabricating elements with the benefits of modularity or transportability allows for flexibility, which
increases the useful life of all the elements. In this context, my students have come to understand that it is not
only the materials their projects are built from that influences their sustainability but also how they are built.
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Sustainable solutions for interior prefabrication in the Amtrak studio introduced students to the application
of sustainability beyond what is typically addressed in interior design education.

In the studios taught between 2011 and 2012, I moved the discussion of the prefabricated interior outside
of the typical architectonic site to the interior of an Amtrak train (as this type of interior site is one that is
typically prefabricated and mass produced). This studio explored the application of interior prefabrication in
a nonarchitecture environment. We worked to test and explore new design strategies for train car interiors.
Sustainable solutions for interior prefabrication in the Amtrak studio introduced students to the application of
sustainability beyond what is typically addressed in interior design education. In investigating sustainability,
students not only considered materiality but they also expanded their breadth of sustainable expertise and
incorporated additional strategies including capturing the embodied energy present in train travel. Many
approaches from this prefab application could transfer to a more typical interior design application. For
example, the energy captured from human occupation of interior space can already be utilized to power that
interior environment with piezoelectric technologies. Additionally, thin film photovoltaics can be woven into
textiles (typically considered decorative elements) of the interior to capture solar power and energy, rendering
those textile elements “functional” (see Figure 2).

For my 2013 senior studio, we were among five design programs invited by the SOFA art fair in Chicago to
design, build, and install a lounge for their CONNECT juried competition.5 With a limited budget and the
necessity of shipping the installation from Brooklyn to Chicago, we prioritized material reuse, innovative
material use, modularization, and prefabrication in the competition proposal; Chicago’s iconic art and
architecture influenced the seating configuration and seating cap pattern. The city’s skyline is a constant in the
reflection of the Cloud Gate, yet it is sandwiched by the ever-changing skies above and the movement of people

Figure 2. Café train car interior with flexible prefabricated interior elements and alternative sustainable
strategies including piezoelectric floors.4
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The primary joinery method of hand-stitched twine referenced the tradition of furniture upholstery and
pattern making.

below. This translated into the relative permanence of the different types of seating within the proposal—a
permanent lounge and temporary modular seating form an interior landscape.

Seating arrangements were designed to make use of discarded cardboard plotter tubes that amass in the school’s
print labs. The tubes were cut and drilled in the school’s woodshop. The lounge seating was sheltered by white
plastic trash bags, hung and massed to create a dome-like form. The canopy, articulated by movement as the
wind traverses through the structure, served as a surface for light and projection. The trash bags symbolized
waste created by society and the alternative possibility to utilize that “waste” to create something positive (as
was the case for fabrication of the seating). The primary joinery method of hand-stitched twine (see Figure 3)
referenced the tradition of furniture upholstery and pattern making. By laser etching the custom-made digitally
fabricated tube caps, contemporary technology produced a pattern suggesting upholstered fabric (see Figure 4).
This present-day exploration of traditional interior design methods led to an unexpected outcome: established

Figure 3. Students hand stitching individual plotter tubs to form modules for the Pratt SOFA CONNECT
lounge installation.

Figure 4. Laser etched and cut tube caps for the Pratt SOFA CONNECT lounge installation.
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The exploration of the prefabricated interior beyond the traditional building has wide opportunities
spanning the interiors of reinvented mobile homes, campers and trailers, ships, airplanes, and even vehicles

and habitation environs for living in outer space.

Figure 5. Pratt SOFA CONNECT CloudSpace lounge in situ.6

pride in the roots and history of the interior design profession. The Pratt lounge, CloudSpace (see Figure 5),
was awarded first place by the SOFA CONNECT jury in my opinion because of its clarity of detail and
connection to site.

Interior Prefabrication Inspires Thinking Outside of the Traditional Built
Environment
Interior design is often considered a subset of architecture; yet such a definition fails to recognize that interior
space is not limited to the inside of a building. The studios that worked in collaboration with Amtrak explored
the application of interior design and prefabrication within sleeper and dining cars. While the engineering and
industrial design professions have dominated the design of train cars, my students quickly discovered that
the interior design profession has much to add in creating livable, functional, and sustainable environments
within these mobile, contained spaces.

Typically the practice of interior design is a custom build. By nature the interior of a train incorporates not
only prefabrication, but also mass production. A second critical challenge was to incorporate all necessary
functions of the design within a confined space. Design exercises were constructed to introduce concepts of
confinement and scale, methods of modularization, and prototyping and mass production. Similar to the
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An art fair installation such as SOFA Chicago exists at the extreme of temporal interior environments.

sustainable envelope project, students worked from micro to macro to design three components. First, they
designed and fabricated full-scale screens sited between their desks to better understand scale and the division
of confined space. Second, they worked individually and then as an all-class team to design and build a full-scale
prefabricated wall prototype to appreciate and understand prefabricated and modularized space. Finally, they
designed and partially prototyped Amtrak interiors. The exploration of the prefabricated interior beyond the
traditional building has wide opportunities spanning the interiors of reinvented mobile homes, campers and
trailers, ships, airplanes, and even vehicles and habitation environs for living in outer space.

Though perhaps not as extreme as the nontraditional interiors noted above, one cannot ignore the possibilities
for the more temporal interior. The notion that interior space is temporal, seasonal, and can be customized
by its inhabitant significantly distinguishes interior design from architecture. The architecture of a building
is typically not designed for a specific occupant as the life of the building extends well beyond the occupants
for whom it was designed; however, it is the interior that may be customized to its inhabitants. An art fair
installation such as SOFA Chicago exists at the extreme of temporal interior environments. It is constructed
for only a short period of time and temporary galleries made from prefabricated interior panels form an
architectonic formally detached from site. The SOFA CONNECT lounge competition provided an invaluable
learning experience to conceptualize, design, build, and test a prefabricated full-scale inhabitable interior

Figure 6. Pratt SOFA CONNECT lounge modularized for transit.
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It could be argued that prefabrication has more widespread appeal in interior design application than in
architecture.

Figure 7. Amtrak sleeper car prototype7.

environment in a real-world setting. The location of the installation, temporality of the design, and limited
budget were determining design constraints that prompted exploration of prefabrication and modularization
to make rapid installation and transportation feasible (see Figure 6). Additionally, an efficient and purposeful
design intent to use a “free” readily available material that was at the typical end of its life cycle reduced the
environmental impact for a temporary interior environment.

Prefabrication, Customization, and Human Scale
It could be argued that prefabrication has more widespread appeal in interior design application than in archi-
tecture. The ability to combine widely available and varied mass-produced and prefabricated elements of the
interior has made individualization possible. For example, the design and fabrication of the modern kitchen
has enjoyed considerable investigation and is the clearest example within the architectonic environment in
which the popularity of a prefabricated design has gained widespread mass-market appeal, achieving a status
that arguably exceeds its site-built counterpart. The prefabricated kitchen does not appear to suffer the stigma
of prefabricated housing as something cheap and substandard. Rather, the prefabricated kitchen historically
has been appreciated for the basic tenets of prefabrication—efficiency and accuracy of construction in a con-
trolled off-site environment. Such implementation of prefabrication and particularly modularization within
the prefabricated interior has prompted user-driven design application that makes each assemblage particular
to that user and makes possible an interior environment derived by the occupying body as a generator. Rather
than being a limitation, interior prefabrication and modularization have the potential to be a system defined
by the designer, yet manipulable by the user to create a customized environment (Schneiderman, 2010).

Unlike typical interior design practice, prefabricated designs are usually envisioned for mass production,
making prototyping an important part of the design process. Prototyping is a useful tool (even in traditional
interior design practice) for using small-scale models and two-dimensional drawings to explore ideas that
do not always translate as expected at full scale (Weinthal, 2011). In studio, students were required to
produce full-scale interior prefab prototype constructions for specific installations (see Figure 7). Through
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Unlike typical interior design practice, prefabricated designs are usually envisioned for mass production,
making prototyping an important part of the design process.

the full-scale prototypes, students confronted the limitations of designing at small scale and discovered that
their designed investigations often did not have the relationship to the body that they had anticipated. From
this experience, students gained a true appreciation of human scale. And, to design within extreme spatial
constraints successfully, their projects required the testing and reworking of solutions multiple times. By
building projects or significant portions of projects at full scale, students gained a clearer understanding and
appreciation for the relationship of the human body to designed interior space. One student noted, “Another
thing that I learned from a full-scale model was that bodies of all people are different, and we, as designers,
should learn how to design not only for skinny young and beautiful people, but for everyone.”

Student response to designing in full scale was overwhelmingly positive. One student maintained: “I consider
that a full-scale model helped me to think more realistically and to experience space differently.” Another
student remarked:

Testing my design at full scale helped a lot as well. It was a lot of work, but it helped me to realize
what I was designing and understand the bounds within which I was working. In looking back, I feel
like the height of my design was a bit much and may have been a little overwhelming in comparison
with the space allotted for it on the horizontal plane. Building it at full scale and taping out the space
around it helped me to understand that. It taught me that I need to be more aware of the ratio between
the height of objects and the space allotted for the user to stand and occupy around it.

The lack of knowledge about prefabrication opportunities surfaced in misconceptions that prefabrication
equates unoriginal, noncustomizable design or is a form particular to architecture. However, prefabrication
is a valuable and imperative design strategy that encourages unique and environmentally sustainable design
opportunities in new construction, adaptive reuse projects, and nontypical interior sites. Apparently limiting
constraints explored within a particular aspect of interior design inspired appreciation and even ignited
innovation beyond the limits of the topic.

Notes
1The 2008 Museum of Modern Art exhibit Home Delivery: Fabricating the Modern Dwelling, organized by Barry Bergdoll, presented 84

prefabricated housing projects within the gallery including a rebuilt portion of a Lustron House (1945–1951). The Lustron House, a
prefabricated enameled steel house, expresses a conceptual link between the house’s structure, interior, and exterior through material and
finish. Interior elements of the Lustron House were developed as a system of included prefabricated modular units that not only acted as
dividing elements, but also as programmed space, shelving, cabinetry, closets, and vanities. See Knerr (2004) for more information on
the Lustron House and Bergdoll and Christensen (2008) for additional information on the Home Delivery Exhibit.

2The S3 Sustainable Slotted System design team included Allyson Speakes, Alicia Rampe, Felicia Chave, Dyelle Fairbanks, Ivet Gesheva,
Rachel Israel, Pei-Pei Kao, Linda Miao Li, Carisa Mowry, Leah Schoen, and Erin Yi.

3SOFA Chicago was inaugurated in 1994, and is presently sited in Festival Hall at Navy Pier with 95–100 galleries exhibiting works of
functional design and fine art. Up to 35,000 visitors have attended the fair in a given year.

4The train interior, designed by Ken Bai, utilized several sustainable strategies including bioplastic and piezoelectric flooring.
5The criteria for the design of the CONNECT lounges were as follows: Design a 24’x 24’ space to CONNECT within SOFA Chicago;

create seating/lighting/staging that can be utilized by SOFA visitors; design so your identity is clear.
6The CloudSpace design team included Dina Digiovine-Florence, HK Han, Kai Kim, Hyunji Kim, Ji-Eun Kim, Yujin Kim, Ashely Kuo, Jin Yeop

Lee, Jessie Lu, Riley Mellon, Jennifer Palomaa, Sran Shin, Kristin Lee, Molly Sherman, and Deborah Schneiderman.
7Prototype designed and built by Garrett Chan.
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